A gamble pays off
Scott MacCallum visits a club which is reaping the benefits of taking some difficult decisions.

Blown away by St Andrews
The BIGGA Open Support Team was in fine form at St Andrews.

Showing the green way
Jim Cook visits four golf clubs each of which is taking a positive approach to looking after the environment.

Thanks for the education, Cecil!
Scott MacCallum spends some time with BIGGA’s latest Lifetime Achievement Award recipient, Cecil George.

Eight years on
Bob Taylor, of the STRI, looks back at the work of the English Golf Environmental Advisory Scheme.

Championship conditions, come rain or shine
How irrigation is helping keep Celtic Manor Resort and St Andrews links in perfect playing condition.

Wild about heather
Mike Beardall visits Piltdown Golf Club to find out more about its heather restoration programme.

The anatomy of Tees and Surrounds Mowers
James de Havilland writes again.
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